Standard general relativity fails to take into account the changes in coordinates induced by the variation of metric in the Hilbert action principle. We propose to include such changes by introducing a fundamental compensating tensor field uniquely associated with any given coordinatization procedure.
Introduction
Mathematical representation of spacetime in general relativity relies heavily on the idea that spacetime events form a differentiable manifold. The manifold topology of spacetime (same as that of Euclidean four-dimensional space R 4 ) is postulated before introduction of any (sufficiently differentiable in that topology) metric.
Finkelstein [1] had argued that the assumption that topology is prior to metric is operationally suspect because experimentally, it is always determined from the exchange of signals, governed by the metric. Since the assignment of coordinates to spacetime events is also based on propagation of signals, the usual point of view that coordinates are independent of the metric is equally unsound: there are no coordinates to distinguish one point from another besides the physical fields themselves.
The dependence of spacetime coordinates on the metric would modify the Hilbert action principle and, consequently, Einstein's field equations. This is in contrast to the usual theory which fails to take into account the changes in the coordinates induced by the variation in the metric.
By the metric of spacetime I mean the collection of all possible proper time intervals between all possible spacetime events. The ability of such collections of numbers to represent the shapes of differentiable manifolds led to the invention of Riemannian geometry.
Depending on the shape of the underlying space, not every experimental coordinatization procedure would work. For example, instead of rigid rods used on a permanently flat table, flexible streachable ropes would have to be used on a shape-changing mattress.
In general relativity we mostly deal with two types of metric variations. Variations due to simple changes in coordinates (coordinate variations) do not affect the "shape" of spacetime and represent going from one reference frame to another. In this case the metric transforms in the usual way as a second rank tensor according to
Variations of the second type (I call them operational variations),
which are used in the action principle, do not change coordinates but modify the functional form of the metric. These can be viewed as changes in the "shape" of spacetime (to visualize, think of the mattress with the ropes instanteniously adjusting to its deformations). General relativity actually fails to provide operational means for performing such idealized variations, whose backreaction on spacetime coordinates could become important and would have to be taken into account. It is reasonable to assume that physically, the operational variations result from moving masses, and therefore stem from the changes in the stress-energy tensor. Shifting a brick from one place to another would certainly produce a metric variation. Therefore even in the derivation of the equations of motion for matter according to the usual prescription (by varying the matter fields φ), the changes in the metric must somehow be taken into account too.
A question arises whether all these variations change the identity of spacetime events/points, or whether the spacetime with all its points "intact" can still be viewed as a stage, albeit the dynamical one, for the matter (the "relative vs. absolute" debate [2] ). In quantum theory of spacetime these questions would be of paramount importance: events and elementary particle processes are fundamentally the same, and therefore moving a brick would certainly result in changing the events. For now, however, we can view spacetime points as just "being there," even when the brick is moved (similar to how all the points on the mattress would still be there even when it is deformed by moving various objects on its surface), and speak of the variational relationship
This relationship is clearly nonlocal. A more concrete example of such a relationship is provided by the radar coordinates. Four stations periodically emit radio time signals.The four times received by an event (a receiver being its marker) are its four harmonic null coordinates, relative to the radar coordinatization procedure. Now, if we move some masses around the receiver (δ o φ), the metric of the experimental region would vary (δ o g µν ). Several obvious possibilities could arise: a) either the receiver will receive completely different coordinate labels, or b) some signals would not even be able to reach the now differently accelerating receiver (unlike the ropes on the mattress). A change in the procedure would be required to define the coordinates: possibly changing the stations, thus shifting the origin, etc. A compensating mechanism that describes the possibility or impossibility of using the same coordinatization process due to the variation in the metric would be required.
Picture an empty region. Consider an operational variation of the metric δ o g µν in that region by moving outside masses. Observer stationed outside of the region who performs coordinatization by using the same (say, radar) method as before the variation, will find a slight change in the coordinates of the marker events.
Let us assume that such a change is proportional to the operational variation in the metric via
where θ α λµν (x) is a fundamental compensating tensor field (I call it the coordinate compensator), symmetric with respect to µ ↔ ν interchange, and uniquely dependent on the chosen coordinatization method. Integration is performed along the unique geodesic that connects P to some fixed reference point Q. The rare case of several such geodesics -the gravitational lensing -usually corresponds to some sort of coordinate singularity (less than four radar stations are required to pinpoint the focusing event).
When the Hilbert action
is varied, there appears an extra contribution due to the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation,
We have:
and
where we have used Mandelstam's definition for the derivative of the line integral [3] . Therefore the first term in (6) can be written as
Varying the second term in (6) gives
Combining (10) with (9) produces the field equations
Einstein's theory is trivially reproduced in the limit θ α λµν = 0, but regardless of compensator's value, the field equations have a flat spacetime solution R µν = 0.
Finally, covariant continuity of the Einstein tensor imposes four additional constraints
on the ten components of θ µν .
